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Mnemonic Device:
NO GAINS ON SACRIFICE
‡

Explanation: to remember a Formula for Gain Ratio and
Sacrifice Ratio.
Gain Ratio = New Ratio – Old Ratio
Sacrifice Ratio = Old Ratio – New Ratio
This formula is useful in the application of Profit Sharing
Ratio in case of a partnership firm. When a new partner is
admitted into the business then the old profit-sharing is
no longer valid and a new profit-sharing ratio is required.
Besides bringing capital into the business, the new partner
is also supposed to bring some additional funds as a gift
for the old partners. This gift is called Goodwill. So when
the new partner brings Goodwill into the business, this
amount is supposed to be distributed to the old partners
in Sacrifice Ratio. The formula for Sacrifice Ratio being Old
Ratio – New Ratio. Similarly, when any partners retire from
the partnership firm the outgoing partner is supposed to
get his share in the Goodwill of the partnership firm. In this
case, the remaining partners, those who continue to be in
the business and do not retire, are supposed to contribute
Goodwill for the retiring partner. This contribution is the
Gain Ratio, which is calculated as New Ratio – Old Ratio.

‡

This Slogan or Proverb is also applicable for all Parents
who sacrifice for their Children without expecting any
Gains for their sacrifices.

NO GAINS ON SACRIFICE thrusts the unsubstantiated persona of
poet Lewis Freedman into the midst of a group exhibition, where
he conducts the viewer through his bewildering but incisive
encounter with the works as seen in his mind’s eye.
The exhibition embodies the strategy of Madison, Wisconsinbased Freedman, whose reading in January 2015 inspired this
project. Freedman’s abstract poetic process of attempting
to record the first letter of each word he hears spoken aloud
is a race to separate words and hold them in memory without
meaning, as an inanimate record of lived life, and a beautifully
failing collection of the loss that time passing incurs. The artists’
works on view also reflect particularized strategies for the
impossible task of digesting and representing experiences of
awesome plenitude.

Sorry Archive is a curatorial project that designs
exhibitions based on alter egos and false narratives.
Our idea is based on the concept of an archive that
is not only failed but self-conscious of its flaws. Akin
to Freedman’s initializing practice, the images and
texts we produce act as placeholders for temporal experience,
representing yet in some ways barely suggesting the original
event. Compiled in this booklet are source images and peripheral
research from the artists’ processes, references that typically
have no place in a formal display yet contribute to fuller, antilinear understandings of the works.

Although this exhibition was designed with Freedman in
mind, the identity of the artists and any specifics relating to
their works remained a mystery to him. We recently provided
Freedman with audio recordings of our correspondence with the
five artists, mostly relating to the production of the exhibited
works. Freedman then applied his initializing process to the
audio, creating a web of symbols from which new articulations
emerged.
The poet’s writings and the visual works in this exhibition reflect
various processes in reaction to a dream of experiential totality.
The artists’ strategies can in some ways be considered methods
of record making, of translating the ineffable, e.g. sex, light, pain,
violence, infinity. These methods sit at the crease of pathology in
the desire for tangible memory, and Freedman is left to find his
way through the brain-folds.

The following sections include excerpts from the audio that
Lewis Freedman heard, and his subsequent written responses
to each artist.
They also include source images that either correspond or do
not relate to each artist’s works exhibited in the show.

From Lewis Freedman:
Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville invented the Phonautograph
(patented in 1857), and, never imagining the phonautograms he
produced could be replayed to reproduce sound vibrations in
the air, imagined that their “natural stenography,” their writing
of sounds vibrations, would make our phonetic alphabet obsolete and we would learn to read and write sound vibrations and
hear voices in far more detailed pitch, timbre, and range than
we do when we read and write with a phonetic alphabet. Therefore he practiced writing out the vibrations in his own hand to
learn this writing of the future, which is what those manuscripts
show.
The design for the phonautograph comes out of Scott’s work
as an editor (he was primarily a printer and bookshop owner)
for a large Physiology textbook, and the whole apparatus of
conducting the vibrations of sound is based on earlier medical
experiments on how the human ear works and is an anatomical modeling of that. The writing part of the device is based on
these earlier models, like the Sphymograph of notating vibrations, like arterial pulse. The textbook he was editing (Francois
Achille Longet’s Traite de Physiologie) deals extensively with
both of these developments. Claude Pouillet, whose graph on
how vibrations of sound work in the ear, which I included in the
last email, is one of those folks whose work he draws on.

Hey guys,
Here are some preliminary
photos of the one I just pulled
out of the mold. I’m pouring
two more tonight so I should
have photos of those in a
couple days. I still need to wire
the ammeter and figure out
how to mount these. Let me
know if you have any thoughts.

Wyatt Burns

Lewis Freedman
On Wyatt’s Art Without Ever Seeing It: “What Perfection Avoids: A
Pere-Fiction”

I contacted the friend of a
friend, he’s not moving to the
city til January. How’s the
search going?
Also, I’ll paypal you money this
weekend for a deck of SET
cards!!
Here’s the info on the three
works, in order from top to
bottom:
Warm Push
Spray paint on acrylic panel
backed with plywood frame
1.75 x 36 x 72 inches
Plasma Eater
Spray paint on acrylic panel
backed with plywood frame
1.75 x 36 x 72 inches
Wet Scream
Metal tracking with inlaid
acrylic on wood structure
29 x 35.5 x 49 inches

Frank Castanien

Lewis Freedman
On Frank’s Art Without Ever Seeing It: “Two Words: Unique”

every last pupil
on the face of this earth
must explode
drip blood and fall
every last pore
on pathetic flesh sacks
must ooze
leak pus and rot

Alright, so no problem about
the image. I guess we can
produce beforehand in
Germany and ship. In terms of
shatter possibilities: If it´s too
crazy, acrylic glass will do.
Alright, fill me in with
dimension and I can take it to
the next level.
You look so cute measuring !!!!
Miss you and talk soon!!
PS. final image again attached

Constantin Hartenstein

Lewis Freedman
On Constantine’s Art Without Ever Seeing It: “A Path in the Loop or
Sensation Consumes Particulars.”

Plenty of booze!! I am drinking a free Miller Lite at the airport
along with a hot chocolate, alternating sips.
It’s just a matter of somehow gripping onto this slippery and
super-thin and floppy glass panel
Friday, December 18, 2015 - Acceptance Agreements Due
Monday, January 4, 2016 - Final Artworks submitted via Dropbox for Review/
Approval
Friday, January 8, 2016 - Notification sent to curator for final approved artworks.
Consignment Agreements sent to curator.
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 - Consignment Agreements due.
Friday, January 15, 2016 - List of Proposed Alterations to Exhibition Space Due
Tuesday, January 19, 2016 - Upload to Artsy (more information to come)
Saturday + Sunday, February 27-28, 2016 - Installation Dates
Monday, February 29, 2016 - Photographer
Tuesday, March 1, 2016 - Press, Collector and VIP Preview Day
W - M, March 2 - 7, 2016 - Regular Show Days
Tuesday, March 8, 2016 - Deinstallation Day

why is everyone so grumpy
I guess I’ve met a lot of grumpy people through trying to find
industrial materials for art shows
Just looked at the weather in Berlin and it looks very very cold.
K supercool

Where two people consensually and voluntarily agree to a power
relationship in which one assumes total responsibility and the
other yields to that authority. The defining element of this Total
Power Exchange is the deliberate construction of the dynamic,
in which one person assumes some degree of psychological
control over the other.
Of course, within the constraints of the “real” world in which we
live, there are factors which sometimes get in the way – family,
friends who do not understand, jobs, general everyday things as
we go about our lives. However, most who are in these TPE relationships cope well with managing to keep things in perspective.
gotta figure out how to produce the work, in Germany or in the
US
width? height?

Pyramid power is a losers power playing king of the hill. harms
many when the wrong king takes the hill. In order to maintain
his position he must install armies and taskmasters to keep the
others from rising above himself.
The devils are attracted to America for its weapons of death
along with the ability to enslave mankind. One has done more
to harm all others and it is she who rides the beast. Another
combination of both and so young they are still in their training
underwear.
2meters by 1.65

300€

bernd

This sounds very cool, I like the
sound of strange/dumb.
I figured that I would broach
the subject early. If so I can
send along some drawings--I
thought it might be nice if the
wells were tailored a little bit
to the space or to the works
around them--making them
a little more architectural or
garden than flat painting. The
fair seemed like an ideal forum
for work with water because
the show has a shorter span
and the works would need to
be refilled etc etc.
Anyways let me know what you
think and I’ll be in touch soon
with some squiggles!
Sincerely,

Nicholas Sullivan

On Nick’s Art Without Ever Seeing It: “Well Being Temporary and Therefore Ideal for This Moment”

S: Ik
Bu bl3bio?
V: What are you doing?
Blu bl3bio?
S: Ha. Ninsense!!
V: I just landed!
S: Nice
V: What you up to
S: Nice
Not sure
Phone dying
Deauville
Eventually
V: Sup
S: Pam.. u?
Hard to leave
Rain
V: Uh huh
South beach
S: Where
V: At “foxhole” but leaving
S: Geez
Ok
Maybe just too late
V: Hahaa
No!

Siebren Versteeg

On Phil’s Art Without Ever Seeing It: “I THINKc YOTU, GOOD”

Conceived as part of Sorry Archive’s exhibition NO GAINS ON
SACRIFICE.
Exhibited at SPRING/BREAK Art Show
March 2-7 2016
Cover images are prospective artwork diagrams by Nicholas
Sullivan.
Inside cover images are Lewis Freedman and Luna.

